
How to Set Up A  Cannabis Grow Room



Before You Grow Cannabis Checklist

Room to Grow
Growing in a room? Closet? Tent? 
In �owering, cannabis plants can grow nearly triple their size. So, it’s 
important to remember that with proper growth - the plants are going to get 
big! Keep this in mind when choosing the size of your space, and the amount 
of plants you’ll be able to contain. You’ll also need to remember to allow 
yourself enough room to interact with your plants. 

TIP: 
Your grow room is the entire space you’ll use, including areas that your 
plants will grow in and the areas that they won’t. 

The canopy of your grow room is the speci�c area that your plants are using. 
In order to �gure out how much room you need, it’s a good idea to �gure 
out the area of your canopy and how many watts of light you need.
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Space surface
You’ll be feeding your plants with water so the area is 
bound to get wet. Consider the type of �ooring or base 
your space or room has. Avoid carpet, or wood, and 
think of tiled areas or concrete �oors. You can also 
adhere pond liners, or moisture safe material to any 
base.

TIP: 
Keep it clean 
• Choose easy to clean surfaces and materials
• Use a minimal amount of bacteria retaining materials,
  like carpet, wood, or cloth fabrics  
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Light
Without natural sunlight, like outdoor crops, you’ll have 
to mimic light sources to grow your own cannabis 
successfully. Which means that your space will have to �t 
a proper lighting system to provide energy for growth. 
The type or amount of light provided to your cannabis 
plants, can equal heavier yields. In regards to space, and 
lights, give yourself ample height. 

TIP:
Calculating your lights depends entirely on one section 
of your grow room-- the Canopy. This is the only area of 
your grow room or grow tent your grow lights should be 
focused on.To do this, simply follow the diagram using 
the "4 square foot per plant" rule.
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Air controllers (exhaust, intake, air circulation)
Know where you're going to exhaust your stale air and 
heat, and where you’re going to bring in fresh clean air.

Having a constant stream of fresh air moving 
throughout your room is important to a healthy grow for 
these reasons:

Prevents stale air from building up- Stale air in your 
grow room can lead to clogged stoma (pores of a leaf 
that help it take in Co2 and give o� oxygen) which will 
impair growth.

1.
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Prevents stunted growth- Without replenished air in your grow room, Co2 may not 
be available for your plants, which will stunt their growth.

Strengthen branches- A nice breeze across your canopy will help strengthen stems 
to hold up heavy colas.

Assists in temperature and humidity control- With fresh air circulating throughout 
your grow room, you can keep temperatures and humidity levels at the right level, 
which is nearly impossible without proper ventilation.
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